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Abstract: Water quality grade is an intuitive element for people to understand the condition of water
quality. However, in situ water quality grade measurements are often labor intensive, which makes
measurement over large areas very costly and laborious. In recent years, numerous studies have
demonstrated the effectiveness of remote sensing techniques in monitoring water quality. In order
to automatically extract the water quality information, machine learning technologies have been
widely applied in remote sensing data interoperation. In this study, Landsat-8 data and deep neural
networks (DNN) were employed to identify the water quality grades of lakes in two cities, Wuhan
and Huangshi, in the middle reach of the Yangtze River, central China. Additionally, linear support
vector machine (L-SVM), random forest (RF), decision tree (DT), and multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
were selected as comparative methods. The experimental results showed that DNN achieved the
most promising performance compared to the other approaches. For the lakes in Wuhan, DNN gave
water quality results with overall accuracy (OA) of 93.37% and Kappa of 0.9028. For the lakes in
Huangshi, OA and kappa given by DNN were 96.39% and 0.951, respectively. The results show that
the use of remote sensing images for water quality grade monitoring is effective. In the future, our
method can be used for water quality monitoring of lakes in large areas at a low cost.

Keywords: water quality grade; deep neural network; Landsat 8 operational land imager (OLI); lakes

1. Introduction

With the acceleration of urbanization and industrialization, water pollution has be-
come a major challenge for the sustainable development of the country [1,2]. Therefore,
water quality monitoring techniques have drawn the attention of the government and
research institutions. The traditional water quality survey method depends on the on-site
sample collection, which is inevitably labor-intensive and costly [3,4]. Thanks to the rapid
development of optical remote sensing technology, it has been utilized in large-scale dy-
namic water quality identification, owing to its advantages of wide monitoring range, fast
speed, and low cost [5]. The Landsat 8 OLI, for example, provides relatively fine spatial
(30 m) and spectral resolution data, containing 11 bands, with a wavelength range from
0.43 nm to 1.38 nm. Rich spectral information makes wide use of Landsat 8 OLI images in
monitoring a variety of water quality parameters.
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The optical remote sensing imagery records the spectral information of water, where
the polluted water and clean water show different characteristics at specific wavelengths [6,7].
Therefore, the remote sensing and ground monitoring data were fused for the quantitative
inversion of colored substances in water, and the strong optically active water-colored
substances had been extensively studied [8]. The traditional methods include an empirical
method and a semi-analytical method. Although no physical, chemical or other assump-
tions are made, these methods can still establish a mathematical relationship between water
quality parameters and spectral information. For example, onboard the Suomi National
Polar-orbiting Partnership (SNPP) satellite, Son et al. [9] were able to retrieve chlorophyll
a (Chla) in the Great Lakes by utilizing the maximum ratio of normalized water-leaving
radiance at the blue and green bands. Based on in-situ measurements and synchronous
MODIS imagery, Wang et al. [10] developed and validated a Forel-Ule Index (FUI) and hue
angle-based model to estimate Secchi disk depth (ZSD) for large lakes across China.

In addition, new methods such as artificial intelligence algorithms are popularized in
the field of remote sensing, which also provides a new train of thought for water quality
monitoring. Kupssinskü et al. [11] estimated the total suspended solids (TSS) and Chla
concentration by combining laboratory analysis data with different spatial resolution data
from Sentinel-2 spectral images and unmanned aerial vehicles. In response to the inverse
problem of retrieving Chla from reflectance for the Sentinel-2 (MSI) and Sentinel-3 (OLCI)
observatories, Pahlevan et al. [12] propose a novel machine-learning algorithm (MDN). In
addition, to obtain the Chla concentrations of the Yangtze River Plain lakes, Guan et al. [13]
combined OLCI images and an integrated SVR-based algorithm for accurate retrieval. It
is not difficult to find that these water quality monitoring studies generally only focus
on one or a few strong optically active substances [14,15]. Ordinary machine learning
algorithms have a simpler structure and limited ability to solve complex problems. Deep
learning models represented by DNN have been increasingly used to deal with exploratory
problems in the earth domain due to their ability to automatically extract features and
handle high-dimensional data.

After several decades of rapid economic development, China has paid more atten-
tion to managing water resources, including preventing and controlling water pollution,
protecting surface water quality, safeguarding people’s health, and maintaining ecological
safety. In particular, the middle reach of the Yangtze River basin has a large number of
lakes and a dense network of rivers. At the same time, the surrounding industries and
urbanization are progressing rapidly. This has put enormous pressure on the ecology of the
lake waters. Water quality monitoring is particularly necessary. The study of water quality
conditions of lakes not only promotes the function of river and lake systems and water
safety but also has important implications for future hydrological prediction and artificial
intervention efforts in the region.

National Environmental Protection Agency has released Environmental Quality Stan-
dards for Surface Water (GB 3838-2002, http://sthjt.hubei.gov.cn/ (accessed on 15 October
2019)) [16]. According to the above standards and the water quality automatic monitoring
report issued by the China National Environmental Monitoring Centre, the water grade
of surface waters is quantified into six grades (I, II, III, IV, V, and VI) [17]. Grades I and
II water can be used as a source of drinking water for residents after certain treatments.
Grade III water is mainly used for aquaculture as well as swimming. Grade IV water is
used for the industrial sector. Grade V water can only be used for agricultural irrigation
and general landscape water. Any water that is contaminated beyond the standard of
Grade V is classified as Grade VI water.

According to China’s requirements for surface water monitoring, water quality must
be measured once every two months. Each water grade is evaluated by testing 24 indicators.
The basic water quality parameters include total phosphorus (TP), total nitrogen (TN),
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5), chemical oxygen demand (COD), permanganate
index (CODMN), ammonia nitrogen (NH3-N), and heavy metals. The grade identified
by the worst indicator is used as the grade for the water body. Therefore, the traditional

http://sthjt.hubei.gov.cn/
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method for identifying the water quality grade requires measuring a large number of
indicators in a certain period. This is costly, cumbersome, and inefficient [18,19].

In this context, this study applied Landsat 8 satellite image as the data source to
classify the water quality grades for the lakes in the middle reaches of the Yangtze River,
Central China. Meanwhile, to extract water quality grades from the remote sensing data,
several machine learning models are leveraged and compared (DT, L-SVM, MLP, and RF).
Therefore, the main objectives of the study are to (1) explore the potential of the DNN model
for large-scale water quality grade recognition, and (2) use remote sensing images to classify
the water quality grade of lakes and reduce the reliance on water quality parameters.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Areas and Datasets
2.1.1. Study Areas

Lakes in Wuhan, Huangshi, and their surrounding areas in the middle reaches of the
Yangtze River are used as research areas (Figure 1b). Wuhan City is crossed by the Yangtze
River and is divided into two parts. Water covers a quarter of the city’s total area, with an
area of 803.17 km2. It is rich in fresh water and has a large proportion of surface water in the
city in China [20,21]. Its per capita water resources are about 40 times the national average.
This research selected 76 lakes in Wuhan City as the first research area (Wuhan dataset)
(Figure 1c). The northeast part of Huangshi City is close to the Yangtze River. Similar to
Wuhan, Huangshi City is rich in surface water resources. A total of 49 lakes in Huangshi
City and its surrounding areas were chosen to be another study area (Figure 1c). The central
part of the Yangtze River basin is among the areas with the highest population density, the
highest intensity of economic activities, and the most serious environmental pressure in
China. The problem of eutrophication in water bodies is becoming worse every year, and
the water ecological environment is facing a great challenge [22]. Applying remote sensing
methods to identify water quality grades and monitor water quality changes regularly can
provide a good foundation for the government to make effective measures to control water
pollution in the region.

2.1.2. Image Data

The Landsat 8 OLI images (7 bands) selected for this experiment were obtained
from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) (https://www.usgs.gov/ (accessed on
15 October 2019)). The Landsat 8 satellite was launched in 2013 and carries two sensors,
the Operational Land Imager (OLI) and the Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS). The satellite
has a total of 11 bands, divided into bands 1–7 (coastal, blue, green, red, near-infrared, and
two short-wave infrared bands), and 9–11 (cirrus and two thermal infrared bands) with
a spatial resolution of 30 m and band 8 having a panchromatic resolution of 15 m. The
satellite can achieve global coverage once every 16 days.

In this study, two images were selected. The image for the Wuhan study area was
taken in April 2018, and the imaging for the Huangshi study area was taken in April 2017.
The data type of both images was L1T, and a total of seven bands (1–7) were selected with
a spatial resolution of 30 m. In order to ensure no weather influence, the selected images
were free of cloud coverage.

https://www.usgs.gov/
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Figure 1. The location of the study area: (a) the study area in central China; (b) the Wuhan and 
Huangshi city in middle reaches of Yangtze River; (c) the Wuhan and Huangshi city in Hubei 
Province 
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Figure 1. The location of the study area: (a) the study area in central China; (b) the Wuhan and
Huangshi city in middle reaches of Yangtze River; (c) the Wuhan and Huangshi city in Hubei
Province.

2.1.3. Water Quality and Water Vector Data

The water quality data of the two study areas are from the Wuhan Bureau of Ecology
and Environment (http://hbj.wuhan.gov.cn (accessed on 15 October 2019)) and Hubei
Province Environmental Monitoring Center Station (http://sthjt.hubei.gov.cn (accessed on
15 October 2019)), respectively. According to the HJ/T 91-2002 document, the frequency of
water quality surveys is generally once every two months. Combined with the continu-
ous water quality assessment report provided by the Chinese Environmental Monitoring
Department, it was found that the water quality grades of inland lakes did not change
much in the short term [23]. Several representative lakes are listed in Table 1. They have
several parameters that exceed the standard values and the values inside the brackets are
the standard value of the grade of water quality.

http://hbj.wuhan.gov.cn
http://sthjt.hubei.gov.cn
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Table 1. The selected lakes in different water grades in the study area (values in brackets are standard
line in the grade).

Lakes Grade
Parameters (mg/L)

TP COD BOD5 CODMn

Niushan Lake III 0.084 (0.05) 33.6 (20) 4.28 (4) 7.32 (6)
Chen Lake IV 0.16 (0.1) 48 (30) 8.28 (6) 11.2 (10)

Longyang Lake V 0.76 (0.2) 152 (40) 16 (10) 19.05 (15)
Chaibo Lake VI 0.72 (0.2) 70 (40) 17.5 (10) 19.5 (15)

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Deep Neural Networks

There are two parts to the Deep Neural Networks (DNN) training process, those
being the signal’s forward propagation and the error’s reverse propagation [24,25]. Back-
propagation is the core of training neural networks. It can reduce the model’s loss value
by optimizing the neural network’s weight and bias under the defined loss function. In
our work, the deployment of DNN models is mainly carried out through Python and
TensorFlow.

The DNN is initialized before training, and the network initialization is very important
for finding globally optimal results [26]. Inappropriate weight initialization makes the
derivative close to zero when passing through the activation function, so the premature
gradient disappears. This study used the Xavier initializer, which automatically adjusts
the most appropriate distribution based on the number of input and output nodes in the
network layer [27]. Its distribution satisfies:

W ∼ U[−
√

6/(nin + nout),
√

6/(nin + nout)] (1)

where nin and nout are the input dimension and the output dimension [28].
In general, the linear rectifier function refers to the ramp function in mathematics,

which can be written as:
arelu(x) = max(0, x) (2)

Furthermore, in the middle of the neural network, a rectified linear unit (ReLU) is
used as the activation function of the neuron, which defines the nonlinear output of the
neuron after linear transformation. For the input vector from the previous layer of the
neural network entering the neuron, the neuron using the linear rectification activation
function will output:

z(x) = wT · x + b (3)

The ReLU can effectively limit the gradient explosion or gradient disappearance and
simplifies the calculation process. As a result, it is a commonly used activation function in
neural networks.

Softmax is a logistic regression algorithm that aims to present the results of multiple
classifications in the form of probabilities, which are added to the last layer [29]. The
probability distributions of the water quality grades predicted by a single pixel on the
entire image are finally obtained, and the one with the highest proportion is considered the
prediction result. The cross-entropy function was selected:

L = ∑−yi ln ai (4)

where a(x) is the output of the softmax, and y is the true value of the water quality grade
corresponding to the pixel.

The deep network is called the MLP model if it only comprises of the above process.
However, the excellent predictive ability of deep learning depends more on the optimization
process of back-propagation, which is a process of continuously calculating the gradients
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and adjusting the learnable parameters. The parameters are the weight w and the offset b
in the linear function z(x). The updated formula for w and b is [30]:

w[l] = w[l] − α · dw[l] (5)

b[l] = b[l] − α · db[l] (6)

where α is the learning rate. Superscript l indicates the l-th hidden layer of the neural
network. dw and db indicate that the cross-entropy loss function L(x) seeks the partial
derivatives for the weights and offsets. When the learning rate is too large, the loss value
can easily fluctuate or even explode at the lowest point. When the learning rate is too small,
it will slow down the whole training process or the model will be overfitted.

The effectiveness of the neural network in expressing a model is largely related to
the optimization algorithm. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD), momentum, the adaptive
gradient (Adagrad), and root mean square prop (RMSProp) are commonly used opti-
mizers [31–34]. Kingma and Ba [35] proposed the adaptive moment estimation (Adam)
optimizer to consider the update step size for the current moment estimation and the next
moment estimation of the gradient. Adam optimizer combines the advantages of both
Adagrad and RMSProp. Its high computational efficiency is more advantageous when
applied to large-scale data. The parameter update is also not affected by the gradient
transformation. Therefore, we choose Adam as the optimization algorithm for the DNN
model in this experiment.

In addition, since the number of dataset samples used in this study reached tens
of thousands, it was slower to train the entire dataset at the same time. The mini-batch
method can solve the discrete value problem of categorical data and is more reasonable in
the distance calculation problem of the loss function. Due to the small number of water
quality grades, the mini-batch method was suitable for encoding the water quality grades
using one-hot encoding [36]. Therefore, we used the mini-batch method [37] to train the
samples in batches.

2.2.2. Compared Models

In addition to the DNN model, this study also compares four other classical algorithms,
all of which have been widely used in classification tasks for various scenarios.

Linear Support Vector Machine (L-SVM)

L-SVM is a kernel-based algorithm, and its basic idea is to solve the separated hyper-
plane that correctly partitions the training dataset and maximizes the geometric separation.
It can achieve good results for classification tasks of the small sample [38–40].

Decision Tree (DT)

DT algorithm is built based on a given training dataset, so it can correctly classify
instances, essentially generalizing a set of classification rules from the training set. It can
produce feasible and effective results for a large dataset in a relatively short period [41,42].

Random Forest (RF)

RF is an algorithm that integrates multiple trees through the idea of integrating
learning. It is composed of many decision trees, with no association between different
decision trees. When performing a classification task, new input samples are entered and
each decision tree in the forest is allowed to judge and classify them separately, and each
decision tree will produce its classification result [43,44].

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

MLP is a classical artificial neural network model, which generally consists of an input
layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The input layer is used to obtain the feature
vectors of the dataset, and each feature vector is multiplied by its corresponding weight
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plus bias to form the hidden layer neurons. The output is obtained by multiplying all the
neuron outputs of the last hidden layer by their weights and adding bias [45,46].

2.2.3. Training Data Preparation

Before making the dataset, the original image needs to be masked using a water
vector in order to ensure that the experimental area is all water and does not contain any
other ground objects. Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/search (accessed on
15 October 2019)) provides water vector data. According to the water vector data, the image
sizes after masking in the two study areas are 2983 × 3075 pixels and 4294 × 5209 pixels,
respectively. The specific steps are as follows.

Firstly, the water vector data and remote sensing images were used for sample anno-
tation to give the water quality grade of the lakes in the study area. Figure 2a,c show the
Landsat 8 OLI images and the blue water vector, and the overlapped part is considered as
the extent of the lakes. However, the water vector is only used as a reference, and the actual
lake extent may be different from the water vector display. For example, in the red box
marked in Figure 2a, the vector map shows that the area is a large river, but land accounts
for the majority of the map. Moreover, in order to improve the accuracy of the experimental
datasets, the regions of interest (ROIs) (Figure 2b,d) were selected by visual interpretation
(grade II, light blue; grade III, green; grade IV, yellow; grade V, dark blue; grade VI, red)
combined with the water vector from the Geospatial Data Cloud.
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Secondly, the Landsat 8 OLI images were cropped based on the labeled ROIs to
produce the final datasets [features, samples], where 10% of the data are used for training
the model and the remaining 90% for testing. Since the random selection of training samples
may lead to a change in classification results, the training dataset was randomly selected
10 times and the experiment was repeated. All image processing was carried out using
ArcGIS 10.6 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA) and MATLAB software (Mathworks®, Natick,
MA, USA).

After the water vector mask and before the ROI extraction, notably, the extraction
of lakes was initially completed within the study area based on the water body index.
However, some lakes existing in the water vector map may not be included in the datasets,
which were made according to the ROIs depicted in Figure 2. The water quality grades
in Table 2 correspond to Figure 2, and the last column shows the number of samples in
all study areas. Combined with Figure 2, the sample sizes of each grade in Wuhan are
unevenly distributed. The proportion of the inferior grade V waters is only 4%, grade II
is 7%, and grade IV is the maximum, at 47%. The inconsistency between the ratio of the
sample numbers of the dataset and the ratio of the lake numbers is due to the fragmentation
of some lakes. For example, the grade VI lakes are concentrated around populated cities.
These lakes are prone to eutrophication since they have poor circulation and self-cleaning
capacity. For a very large grade IV Lake (Liangzi Lake), a large number of samples were
also selected to ensure a uniform distribution of samples. For the lakes in the Huangshi,
the proportions of water in each grade were close (20–30%). In addition, the division of
the ROIs was based on the principle of uniform distribution, and the central area of the
lake was selected as much as possible, in order to avoid the inconsistency of water quality
between the shore and the lake center.

Table 2. The sample sizes in the study areas.

Study Areas Grades Sample Numbers Percentages

Wuhan

II 9311 7%
III 24,006 18%
IV 63,717 47%
V 33,259 24%
VI 5745 4%

Total 136,038 100%

Huangshi

III 17,392 21%
IV 26,008 32%
V 14,954 18%
VI 23,863 29%

Total 82,217 100%

2.2.4. Accuracy Evaluation

According to the datasets produced, the five models of L-SVM, DT, RF, MLP, and
DNN were trained. Based on the water maps, the final classification results for the two
study areas were output. Kappa coefficient (Kappa) and the overall accuracy (OA) were
used in classification problems to evaluate the prediction accuracy of the classifier, which
was calculated by the confusion matrix. The confusion matrix can show the number and
the grade of correct classification or misclassification of each ground object. However,
the confusion matrix does not completely indicate classification accuracy. Therefore, it
is essential to evaluate the classification result quantitatively by the index derived from
the confusion matrix. OA represents the proportion of examples in the dataset that are
correctly classified. Kappa is often used for multi-classification problems for consistency
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testing [47,48]. The higher the value, the stronger the consistency. In addition, the range of
Kappa is usually [0, 1]. Kappa is calculated as follows [49]:

Kappa =
poa − pe

1 − pe
(7)

pe =
a1 · b1 + a2 · b2 + · · ·+ ac · bc

n · n
(8)

where poa is the overall accuracy, ai is the number of target samples of the i-th grade, bi is the
number of samples classified into the i-th grade, and n is the number of the entire sample.

The accuracy evaluation format was the difference between the mean deviation and the
standard deviation of 10 experiments. The vector map of the water and the classification
result map were superposed. The number of pixels for each water quality grade was
calculated separately, and the grade with the highest percentage was considered to be
the final water quality grade of the lake. The above evaluation process was implemented
in Python.

3. Result
3.1. Experiment 1: The Wuhan Dataset

Experiment 1 targeted the water systems around Wuhan City. Table 3 shows the
experimental accuracy of the Wuhan dataset. The supervised classification models were
selected to explore the effects of the water quality classification, i.e., linear SVM (L-SVM),
DT, RF, MLP, and DNN.

Table 3. The Wuhan dataset: classification accuracy.

Grade L-SVM DT RF MLP DNN

II 61.89 ± 1.52 90.34 ± 0.82 90.58 ± 0.90 71.18 ± 3.34 91.53 ± 0.87
III 47.08 ± 2.24 81.13 ± 0.53 85.20 ± 0.60 65.85 ± 7.18 90.11 ± 0.50
IV 79.09 ± 0.66 92.30 ± 0.39 95.18 ± 0.23 84.85 ± 2.41 95.30 ± 0.23
V 68.34 ± 0.57 88.14 ± 0.24 94.29 ± 0.29 88.44 ± 3.53 95.25 ± 0.36
VI 30.37 ± 2.58 70.37 ± 1.88 76.98 ± 1.50 54.30 ± 6.50 77.62 ± 1.54

OA 67.58 ± 0.35 88.26 ± 0.24 92.12 ± 0.21 80.15 ± 2.01 93.37 ± 0.09
Kappa 0.5229 ± 0.0059 0.8278 ± 0.0034 0.8842 ± 0.0031 0.7085 ± 0.0296 0.9028 ± 0.0015

The hyperparameters of the model were determined by several experiments. For RF
and DT, no adjustment of the maximum features is required due to the selection of 7 bands
of Landsat 8 OLI images. In total, 100 trees were set in the experiment for RF. The minimum
number of samples required to split an internal node was 10.

MLP was tuned in a similar way to DNN, where a maximum-minimum normalization
is required before data input. When the depth and breadth of the network structure
increased, the model accuracy did not improve and the parameters were fixed. The initial
learning rate of MLP was set to 0.001, the maximum number of iterations was 1000, and
the activation function was selected as ReLU.

The optimizer of DNN was chosen as Adam, with the highest accuracy and the most
stability after several trials. Five hidden layers (28) were determined by manual adjustment
of the neural network. According to the number of samples listed in Table 3, the minibatch
was set to 211. To avoid overfitting, the dropout method was used to randomly delete
10% of the neuron nodes, to make the models more adaptable and reduce the network
complexity.

Table 3 compares the classification accuracy of all samples and individual labels for
different classifiers. From the accuracy of each classifier for predicting the grade VI water
grade, the prediction accuracy is significantly lower than for the other water quality grades.
Furthermore, compared with the other grades, the standard deviation for grade V is the
highest, indicating that the prediction result is unstable. This is the result of the lack of
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sufficient samples, which leads to poor predictive accuracy for this grade. The classification
accuracies of the remaining four grades are the highest for the DNN model, reaching more
than 90%. For the grade IV and grade V water grades, the predictive accuracy reaches
more than 95%. Comparing all the classification results, the DNN model obtains the best
prediction results, on average, and the Kappa of 0.9028 is 0.0186, higher than the result of
RF. The standard deviation of the DNN prediction accuracy is the smallest, which indicates
that the model has predictive stability. Although the DNN model uses the same deep
structure as the MLP model, the classification accuracy of MLP is not as good without
the backpropagation adjusting the weight and offset. The worst classification accuracy is
obtained by L-SVM, for which the Kappa is 0.5229.

Based on the DNN model trained by the above methods, the water image extracted in
step four was predicted. The spatial distribution of lake water quality grades in the Wuhan
study area is shown in Figure 3a. The image on the left shows the true distribution. In
general, most of the lakes can be accurately identified. Several different areas belonging to
the same larger lake were classified into different grades. This is consistent with the fact
that the lake water is not homogeneous, and the water quality is usually not consistent
across the various areas of large lakes.
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The figure shows that several major inferior-grade V lakes can be accurately predicted.
However, the classification effect for a few lakes is not good. For example, South Lake is
classified as both grade IV water and grade V water, which may be related to the uneven
distribution of the lake water quality, and the noise in this part of the image may also
have led to misclassification. From the overall classification results for all the lakes, the
water quality grade of each lake can be easily determined. Niushan Lake (the only grade II
lakes in the entire study area), Lu Lake and East Lake (grade III), Liangzi Lake, Hou Lake,
and Wu Lake (grade IV), and Zhangdu Lake and Tangxun Lake (grade V) all show a clear
classification of the water quality.

After completing the pixel-based classification task, the critical step is to establish
statistics for the correct classification samples of each category for each lake. The result
takes the maximum probability label to be the final grade of the lake. The statistics of
the prediction results for the Wuhan dataset are shown in Table 4. Non-Water indicates
that the lake has not been completely extracted by the modified normalized difference
water index (MNDWI), and is not included in the counted category. As shown in Table 4,
three lakes have not been extracted. The number of lakes that were correctly predicted is
shown in bold. There was only one grade II Lake predicted correctly. Within the scope of
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the lakes, 78.45% of the samples were divided into grade II. The DNN model performs
better in predicting grade III lakes, with all 13 lakes being predicted with 100% accuracy.
Among the 29 grade IV lakes, 24 were accurately predicted for water quality. Moreover, two
lakes were predicted to be grade III, and two lakes were predicted to be grade VI (inferior
grade V). There are 20 lakes in grade V, except for one unextracted lake, the remaining
19 lakes were correctly identified. Ten of the 13 grade VI lakes were correctly predicted.
However, one was still judged to be grade III, and one was judged to be grade V. According
to the statistical results of all grade labels, 67 of the 73 lakes included in the statistics
were correctly predicted, with a correct rate of 91.78%. Most of the lakes with incorrect
predictions are small, considering the result is related to the number of samples and the
presence of bottom reflection.

Table 4. The statistics of the predicted water quality grades in Wuhan (No. under Prediction
corresponds to the number of the first column).

No. Water Quality
Grades

Lakes
(Number)

Non-Water OA
Prediction

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5

1 Grade II 1 0 100% 1 0 0 0 0
2 Grade III 13 0 100% 0 13 0 0 0
3 Grade IV 29 1 85.71% 0 2 24 0 2
4 Grade V 20 1 100% 0 0 0 19 0
5 Grade VI 13 1 83.33% 0 1 0 1 10

3.2. Experiment 2: The Huangshi Dataset

Another experiment targets the major lakes around Huangshi City, which are mostly
on both sides of the Yangtze River. A comparison of different classification accuracy results
is shown in Table 5. It should be noted that the parameter adjustment strategy for all
classifiers is the same as in the previous experiment. In terms of classification results,
L-SVM has the lowest classification accuracy among the five models. The prediction
accuracies for the four grades of water quality are close, but the classification results are
not ideal.

Table 5. Classification accuracy of water quality grades in Huangshi.

Grades L-SVM DT RF MLP DNN

Grade III 55.30 ± 0.52 91.05 ± 0.60 95.02 ± 0.54 88.16 ± 2.06 96.33 ± 0.59
Grade IV 76.32 ± 0.61 92.46 ± 0.26 95.68 ± 0.41 89.20 ± 2.06 96.36 ± 0.47
Grade V 42.21 ± 0.71 91.23 ± 0.56 93.98 ± 0.37 89.56 ± 2.68 94.58 ± 0.54
Grade VI 81.64 ± 0.43 92.06 ± 0.40 97.36 ± 0.23 94.92 ± 1.99 97.60 ± 0.36

OA 67.22 ± 0.27 91.82 ± 0.25 95.72 ± 0.17 90.71 ± 1.20 96.39 ± 0.17
Kappa 0.5460 ± 0.0039 0.8891 ± 0.0034 0.9419 ± 0.0023 0.8739 ± 0.0162 0.9510 ± 0.0023

For DNN, the number of hidden layers is five (28). As in the Wuhan dataset, the Adam
optimizer was selected with the following settings: a learning rate of 0.0001 and a number
of iterations of 3000, and 10% of the neurons were randomly removed. Since the sample
number of the Huangshi dataset is slightly less than that of the first dataset, the number
of a batch was adjusted 210. As shown in Table 5, the DNN model has the best prediction
and higher accuracy than other models, and the Kappa is 0.0091 greater than that of RF.
The Kappa is also 0.0482 higher than for the Wuhan dataset. There is no obvious grade
with a high misclassification ratio, and the samples for the four grades have a prediction
accuracy of 97.6%. The standard deviations of the average OA and Kappa are 0.17% and
0.0023, respectively. The results of several experiments show that the classification accuracy
does not very much, and random changes in the training data do not have a large impact.
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Figure 4a,c show the distribution maps generated from the water quality data provided
in the government documents, and Figure 4b,d are the results predicted by the DNN model.
Figure 4a,c are two parts of the same study area, with part c located downstream from part
a. The two largest lakes in the grade V water quality grade are Baoan Lake and Wusi Lake.
It is clear that the central areas of the lakes are all dark blue, but the shore areas are red or
yellow. This suggests that the water quality of the lakes has been accurately determined,
but the pollution degree may be significantly increased close to the bank and in the narrow
channels, leading to the classification of the single sample as other grades. Other small
lakes (dark blue) are classified into the grade V water quality grade. The largest grade VI
lake in the study area is Wang Lake. Wang Lake and its surrounding grade VI lakes are
classified accurately, Taibai Lake and Dayuan Lake in the lower reaches of the Yangtze
River, as well as Ce Lake in the upper reaches, can be identified as grade III lakes.
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Through the prediction results of the DNN model, the water quality grade of each
lake can be determined. In particular, Wang Lake, Dazhi Lake, and the other large lakes
which have relatively uniform water quality distributions are easily determined. However,
for some lakes with a small area, such as Muyang Lake and Taihu Lake, the circulation of
the lakes is poor, the degree of pollution varies greatly in different areas of the same lake,
and the water quality is easily disturbed by natural and human factors. Therefore, it is
difficult to characterize the water quality grade of a lake as a whole when the water quality
of the lake is not homogeneous. Further studies in the future could use higher resolution
satellite imagery, or a combination of images from multiple times to determine.
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Similarly, this research calculated the maximum probability label for each lake, and
the statistics of the classification results (Table 6). Comparing the classification accuracies
of the test samples in the ROI range, it can be found that the classification accuracy is much
higher than in the first study area. The Kappa coefficient is 4.82% higher than for the first
study area. However, the predictions for the water quality grades of each lake are worse.
Except for a lake in the grade V water quality grade that was not abstracted, 39 lakes could
be correctly identified (bold), with an accuracy of 81.25%, which is much lower than for
the first study area. In particular, three lakes in each of the grade IV and grade V lakes
are judged to be grade VI. This is probably related to the bottom reflectance in the inland
water remote sensing, especially at the small ponds or the edge of lakes. Furthermore,
because the classification is based on pixels, when the range of the lake is small enough,
it means that the misclassification of a small number of samples will also lead to certain
uncertainties in determining the lake grade.

Table 6. The statistics of the predicted water quality grade in Huangshi (No. under Prediction
corresponds to the number of the first column).

No. Water Quality Grades Lakes
(Number) Non-Water OA

Prediction

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

1 Grade III 8 0 87.50% 7 0 0 1
2 Grade IV 11 0 72.73% 0 8 0 3
3 Grade V 11 1 70.00% 0 0 7 3
4 Grade VI 19 0 89.47% 0 0 2 17

4. Discussion
4.1. Statistics-Pixel Assessment of Lake Water Quality Using a Deep Neural Network Model

The previous study extracted the range of the study area based on the water vector
mask and the water index, and used the conditional random field (CRF) algorithm associ-
ated with context spatial information to classify the water quality grades [50]. Pu et al. [51]
used a convolutional neural network (CNN) to complete the classification of water quality.
However, the assessment result thought the context spatial information will be affected
by incomplete water extraction. The scope of the study area in this paper refers to the
official lake vector data. Due to the limited spatial resolution of Landsat 8, the experimental
dataset was established by the ROI of finely divided patches. Since the CRF refers to the
adjacent pixel label grade, the training of the dataset on the broken patch will increase the
misclassified pixels, resulting in inaccurate predicted lake water quality grades.

From the analysis of the neural network structure, a simple network structure has
been able to acquire better classification results. The training effect of deep neural networks
is related to factors such as hidden layer structure and training samples. As the number of
neuron nodes increases, the prediction accuracy will increase [52]. However, after reaching
the fifth layer, increasing the complexity of the network structure can no longer improve
the accuracy, or even decline. In the experiments of the two study areas, 10 random
sample selections were used for training, and the value of mean ± standard deviation was
compared to demonstrate the superiority and feasibility of deep learning technology in
water quality classification. It is meaningless to just discuss the number of pixels that are
accurately predicted, at least it is not necessarily related to the judgment of lake water
quality grades. This research determined the water quality grade of a lake by counting
the ratio of pixels of different grades within the vector of a lake. It is a relatively simple
method, and the results are acceptable. This provides a feasible future research direction.

4.2. Implications for Lake Ecosystem Management

Urban population distribution and land use status greatly affect the water quality
grade of lakes. In Figure 3, the red patches are grade VI water, which is mainly distributed
in the first ring area of Wuhan near the densely populated Yangtze River. In addition, by
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observing long-term remote sensing images, researchers can further analyze the related
factors that cause lake pollution. GB 3838-2002 proposes that the minimum requirement
for landscape water is grade V water, while the water suitable for direct contact with
entertainment needs to reach grade III. However, in reality, many water bodies have
multiple functions. Areas that serve as both landscape and recreational water need to be
regulated to a higher standard [53,54]. Especially in East Lake, an entertainment water,
the supervision work needs to be stricter. Supervision through remote sensing is not only
quantifiable and assessable but also timely and efficient.

4.3. Limitation and Future Research

The current study has several limitations. The algorithms used in this research were
mostly focused on spectral dimension properties for classification. Neither the DNN
model with the highest classification accuracy nor the RF model with the second-highest
classification accuracy uses the full information of the spatial and temporal dimensions.
Therefore, in the future, based on big data, more complex deep learning models could be
developed to further improve the classification accuracy of water quality grades. When
spatial information was used, the difference in edge attributes will not seriously affect
the determination of the pixel grade in the study area. When the lake range is small,
the selected ROI range will not be large, and the impact of edge information on the lake
water quality judgment will be huge. At the same time, time dimension information
has now been widely applied to satellite image data, and iconic deep learning models
include bidirectional recurrent neural networks (BiRNN) and long/short term memory
networks (LSTM) [55,56], or a mixed model of convolutional neural network (CNN) and
recurrent neural networks (RNN) [57,58]. In addition to training models that need to be
improved, the process of calculating lake water quality grades through pixels also needs to
be improved in future studies. Since the lake water quality grade is not only determined by
the number of pixels, in some small lakes, the reflection of sunlight from the lake bottom
mud also has a certain impact on the remote sensing image spectrum. This is also a factor
to be considered in future research.

5. Conclusions

This study set out to explore the potential of using DNN models to simulate the
relationship between water quality grades and Landsat 8 OLI images. Wuhan and Huangshi
in the middle reaches of the Yangtze River were selected as the study area. The results show
that the DNN model trained with Landsat 8 images can accurately assess the water quality
grade of lakes. Furthermore, compared to other commonly used models (DT, L-SVM, MLP,
RF), DNN shows better performance (overall accuracy = 93.37% and Kappa = 0.9028 for the
lakes in Wuhan, overall accuracy = 96.39% and Kappa = 0.951 for the lakes in Huangshi). Our
work provides a practical regional-scale approach for water quality classification in inland
lakes. This method eliminates the complicated process of water quality parameter assay,
constructs the relationship between optical image and water quality grade, and obtains the
water quality condition of the lake in an efficient and low-cost way, which contributes to the
management of water resources and the ecological environment. In addition, future work
will be devoted to enhancing the model’s ability to extract spatio-temporal information and
further expand the study area to explore the generalization ability of the model.
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